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Abstract
As part of the Learner's Perspective Study (LPS), ten mathematics lessons conducted by an experienced teacher 
teaching grade 8 students were documented in January 2005. In accordance with the LPS methodology a 
comprehensive set of data was collected. Preliminary analysis of the data obtained from teacher interviews, student 
interviews and video records show that "I do and I understand" appears to be a guide for both the teacher and 
students. The learning of mathematics also appears to extend beyond the classroom into the home and the textbook 
drives both the classroom instruction as well as the home assignment. 

Introduction 
The Learner’s Perspective Study (LPS) is an international comparative study initiated by David Clarke at the 
University of Melbourne (Clarke, 2002). It started in 1999 and the first group of four countries to participate in the 
study are Australia, Germany, United States of America and Japan. Over the last six years Czech Republic, 
Germany, Hong Kong, Israel, Japan, Korea, The Philippines, South Africa and Sweden have joined in the project. 
Singapore joined the LPS in July 2004. The LPS examines the patterns of participation in competently-taught eighth 
grade (secondary two) mathematics classrooms of participating countries in a more integrated and comprehensive 
fashion than has been attempted in previous international studies of a similar nature. The study aims to document not 
just the obvious social events that might be recorded on a videotape, but also the participants’ construal of events, 
including their memoirs, feelings, and the mathematical and social meanings and practices which arose as a 
consequence of those events.  

Methodology 
The study in Singapore adopted the research design as set out in the Learner’s Perspective Study (LPS) (Clarke, 
2002). A key characteristic of the LPS is the documentation of at least ten consecutive math lessons of each 
participating “well-taught” eighth grade (secondary two) classrooms. Another important feature of the study is the 
documentation of the participants’ perspectives (teacher and students) through post-lesson video-stimulated 
interviews. A split-screen video record mixed on-site from the Teacher and Student camera images stimulated 
participant’s reconstructive accounts of classroom events. Two students from the focus group are interviewed 
separately after each lesson. Student artefacts (e.g. worksheet and homework) from the focus group are also 
collected after each lesson. In addition to the teacher interview conducted once a week, the teacher completes two 
substantial questionnaires before and after video-taping as well as a shorter questionnaire after each videotaped 
lesson.  To minimise atypical activity as caused by the presence of the videotaping equipment a one week 
familiarisation period, in which all aspects of data collection are conducted, is introduced before the videotaped 
lesson sequence (Clarke, 2002).  

In Singapore, a total of four mathematics teachers recognised for their locally-defined ‘teaching competence’ will 
participate in the study. In January 2005, the first teacher (Teacher A) from School 1 participated in the study. 
Video-records of 13 consecutive lessons were collected using three cameras. The Teacher camera captured the 
teacher’s actions and talk during the lesson. The Student camera focused on a group of three students, known as the 
“focus group” and captured their actions and talk during the lesson. Each group of pupils was only videotaped once. 
The Whole Class camera captured the whole class in action.  After every lesson two of the three pupils in the focus 
group for the day were interviewed separately. The interviews were conducted immediately after school each day 
and the split screen video record of the day’s lesson was used as a stimulus for the pupil interview.  The teacher was 
interviewed three times, once each week. The interview was based on a lesson the teacher had taught during the 
week and the video recording of the lesson was used as a stimulus for the teacher interview. At the end of the study 
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in School 1, pupils took the International Benchmarking Test as required by the LPS and also completed a 
questionnaire designed by the research team in Singapore.

Participants 
Teacher A 
Teacher A has more than twenty-seven years of experience in teaching mathematics across all levels from secondary 
one to five, of which six years were spent in School 1.   

Pupils 
The secondary two class from School 1, that participated in the study comprised of 15 boys and 22 girls. The pupils 
were in the Express course of study. 

Video Records of Teacher A 

Lesson Pattern of the 10 consecutive lessons 
The video records of 10 consecutive mathematics lessons (i.e., excluding those collected during familiarisation 
period) from School 1 were analysed for the classroom activities that were predominant in the lessons conducted by 
Teacher A. Each of the 10 lessons lasted between 48 to 54 minutes. An initial analysis of the forms of the activities 
in the 10 lessons gave rise to the following broad categories of activities: classwork, seatwork (individual), seatwork 
(groupwork), student presenting work, teacher presenting student work and class test. These characteristic classroom 
activities were then used to analyse each of the lessons for their individual structures as shown in Figure 1. 

A more in-depth analysis of the functions of these classroom activities in conjunction with the individual lesson 
structures revealed a lesson pattern, as shown in Figure 2, that best characterised the teaching practices of Teacher 
A. This lesson pattern comprised of 4 consecutive phases: teacher’s introduction, students practicing, presentation of 
student work and feedback on student work. It is important to note that this lesson pattern is only a general 
framework that shows how Teacher A engaged students in their mathematical learning. Variations existed in the 
ways the individual phases were sequenced in the lessons as spontaneous but necessary teacher’s actions were often 
made in response to the students’ needs. The classroom activities that typified these phases and the functions they 
served are described below. 

(i) Teacher’s introduction 

Teacher’s introduction, which is considered as part of the category of classwork in Figure 1, refers to the period 
during which Teacher A gave instruction to class or explained the topic for the day.  It comprises of teacher 
monologue as well as the characteristic classroom discourse pattern of initiation, response and feedback (IRF) 
(Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975). This phase often led on to student practicing. 

(ii)  Student practicing 

This phase is represented by two separate categories, seatwork (individual) and seatwork (group work), used for 
coding the lesson structure (see Figure 1). During this phase students were assigned mathematical tasks to practice 
either individually or in groups of three. These mathematical tasks were often questions from the textbook similar in 
content and structure to those demonstrated by Teacher A during teacher’s introduction. While students were 
practicing, Teacher A walked around the class to monitor students’ work or to provide individual guidance. The 
duration of this phase varied widely from 1 minute to 32 minutes. Seatwork occurred in all lessons except in Lesson 
6 when the students were doing a maths test. Seatwork (individual) took place in 9 out of the 10 lessons while 
seatwork (group work), which usually lasted for a shorter duration than the former, took place in 6 out of the 10 
lessons.  

An analysis of the amount of time spent on seatwork (individual and group work) indicated that for most lessons 
students spent a substantial portion of their lesson time practising on mathematical questions either on their own or 
with their peers. The table 1 shows a distribution of the total time spent on seatwork (individual), seatwork (group 
work) and student practicing for each lesson. 
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Figure 2: Lesson pattern characterising Teacher A's lessons

Time in minutes L01 L02 L03 L04 L05 L06 L07 L08 L09 L10 
Seatwork (individual) 5 5 24 32 17 0 8 19 16 6 
Seatwork (group work) 10 5 9 0 10 0 0 14 0 11 
Total time 15 10 33 32 27 0 8 33 16 17 

Table 1: Time spent on seatwork (individual), seatwork (group work) and student practicing for each lesson 

(iii) Presentation of student work 

The phase of seatwork typically led to students’ work being shared with the class either by the students themselves 
or through Teacher A.  Presentation of student work is therefore represented by the two categories of student 
presenting work and teacher presenting student work indicated in Figure 1. Selection of the student work to be 
presented to the class was done purely by Teacher A. Selected students were either asked to solve the problems on 
the board or to explain their solutions to the class with their written work projected onto the screen by the visualiser. 
At other occasions, Teacher A simply projected students’ work onto the screen and explained it to the class.  

(iv)  Feedback on student work 

When students’ work was presented to the class, feedback was given on the accuracy, effectiveness and presentation 
of the solutions by Teacher A herself or through elicitation from the students. This last phase of feedback on student 
work together with the first phase of teacher’s introduction constituted the classwork indicated in Figure 1. During 
this phase, mistakes made by students were corrected, and any misconceptions that were revealed from their work 
were clarified. Teacher A also made particular effort to ensure that the presentation of the solutions were up to 

(i)Teacher’s introduction 

Teacher introducing new 
 mathematical content 

(ii)Student practicing 

Students working on task individually 
 or in small group 

(iii)Presentation of student work 

Students presenting their work or 
teacher explaining student work

(iv)Teacher’s feedback 

Teacher providing feedback to 
 student’s work  
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requirements. When different approaches were presented, a discussion on which approach was more effective 
ensued. Conclusion of this phase usually led to the same lesson pattern being repeated till the lesson ended.  

Key lesson observations 

Several key observations about the teaching practices of Teacher A were made in relation to the above outlined 
lesson pattern.  

� Spotting and highlighting students’ mistakes  
During the period of seatwork, the teacher usually walked around the class to observe or interact with individuals or 
groups of students. It was deduced that one key purpose of the teacher walking around was to check on students’ 
work and also to spot mistakes that students were making. When a few students were seen to be making the same 
mistake, the teacher drew the attention of the class to the mistake and clarified it.  

� Sharing of students’ work with the class 
Another observation made from the lessons was that the teacher frequently used students’ work to demonstrate how 
the questions should be solved instead of writing out her own solutions (though that happened occasionally as well). 
Teacher A often selected students’ work comprising of correct, incorrect solutions or solutions that were poorly 
presented. When students presented correct solutions the teacher often revoiced and extended the explanation by 
elaborating on the logical steps providing a rationale. When solutions that were incorrect or not properly presented, 
the teacher took the opportunity to explain what the mistakes were or sought students’ inputs to do so.  

� Alternative methods of solving 
A further observation made was that Teacher A occasionally selected students’ works that showed different correct 
approaches to solve the same problem.  On two occasions, the teacher encouraged the students to use any 
approaches they were comfortable with. On other occasions, the teacher asked students to evaluate which 
approaches were ‘easier’ to use. Preferred approaches, emphasized by the teacher, tended to be more elegant in the 
steps involved and using which students were less likely to make careless mistakes. At other times, Teacher A 
herself provided alternative solutions to that presented by the students.  

� Textbook-driven homework 
Homework assigned to the students during the period of 10 lessons was documented. Homework assignment was 
usually given to students at the end of a lesson. Students were assigned homework for 6 out of the 10 lessons 
observed. Except for two worksheets given to students, the rest of the homework assignments were taken from the 
textbook. These assignments had number of question items ranging from 5 to 12. Students’ homework assignments 
were graded by the teacher and promptly returned to them.

� Follow up on homework 
Class work was not the only source of students’ errors the teacher used in her lessons to clarify students’ 
misconceptions. The teacher also frequently highlighted mistakes made by students in their homework and tests. In 
the case of homework, the teacher highlighted the common mistakes made by students to the class, sometimes 
showing them samples of students’ work to illustrate her point. On one occasion, she presented students’ works 
without proper statements accompanying the solutions followed by those with proper statements, which she urged 
students to model after. In two other lessons, several students were also called by Teacher A to her desk during 
class, when the rest of the students were doing seatwork, and helped with their corrections to past homework 
assignments.  

� Follow up on class test  
During Lesson 9, students were given back their test scripts of Lesson 6. The teacher spent more than 25 minutes of 
Lesson 9 going through the test corrections highlighting the common mistakes made by students in the test. The 
teacher occasionally projected some of the students’ test papers to illustrate the mistakes. At the end of the lesson, 
the teacher made sure that all students handed in their corrections for the test. To reinforce the concepts the students 
were weak in as shown by the test, the teacher gave the students a worksheet based on these concepts to work 
through while she attended to students who had further questions with regard to their test papers.  
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In summary, Teacher A gave substantial feedback to students on their work done both in class and at home. 

Interviews 

In order to understand the significance of the observations made above, analysis was carried out on the teacher 
interview as well as student interviews and student questionnaire. Both the interviews and student questionnaire 
provide an insight into the participants’ perspectives with regard to those characteristic teaching practices that 
Teacher A appeared to engage in. 

Teacher’s interviews 
During the post-lesson video-stimulated interviews as outlined in the methodology above, the teacher was asked to 
comment on episodes of the lessons that she considered as important. In one particular episode that she had 
identified as important, the teacher commented on the rationale for getting students to work on a particular problem 
on indices (power of ten) using different approaches. The question was: 2.8 x 104 + 3.2 x 105. The teacher had told 
the class that using 104 as the common factor would be easier but in order to convince them she explicitly urged 
them to use 105 as common factor.  The teacher explained her rationale for doing so. 

T:  Get them to discover for themselves, try you know, try the method they talked about and see if they 
encounter any problem. So the students found out that they do arrive at the same answer but the number 
they dealt with involve more decimal places so in the end they concluded that it is better to take out power 
of the ten to the smaller power.  

The teacher appeared to believe that it was only by experiencing for themselves that students would be convinced 
which approach would be more effective. 

The observation made from the lessons that the teacher provided substantial feedback to students on their work was 
also highlighted by the teacher in the interviews. The teacher had identified as important several episodes in which 
she was evaluating the students’ work. Specifically, her comments focused on the need to highlight the mistakes that 
students made with the mathematical problems that she had assigned them. Her emphasis on identifying students’ 
mistakes and highlighting to the class was highlighted by the following comments she made: 

T:  Because it could be a common mistake you know that a few of them committed. So normally I would like 
to highlight the mistakes from the assignments, from their group work to the class. 

T: Yeah, the same thing lah, normally I highlight, highlight wrong working. Learn from their mistakes lah. 
Yeah highlight students’ mistakes. 

The types of mistakes that the teacher was concerned with as revealed by her comments on the episodes vary. They 
include wrong method of solving, wrong concept, right working but an ineffective approach.  

Students’ interviews and questionnaire 
A total of 19 student interviews were conducted. These interviews had a similar structure as the teacher interviews in 
that the students were also asked to comment on episodes of the lessons that they considered as important. In 
addition, they were also asked general questions relating to their attitudes and beliefs towards mathematics as well 
as on their mathematical work outside class. For the purpose of this paper, only 7 of the interviews were transcribed 
and analysed. Analysis of these interviews provided valuable insights on aspects of lessons the students interviewed 
considered as important and what they were doing and thinking of during these episodes. The kind of mathematical 
work that students participated in outside school hours was also revealed. Of particular importance in this paper are 
insights related to both the class work and the homework that the teacher assigned to them as well as any additional 
mathematical exercises they practiced on at their own leisure.  

Among the episodes of the lessons identified by students as important, there were several involving students 
practicing on the questions that the teacher had assigned to them. Students pointed out that these episodes provided 
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them with opportunities to check their understanding of what they had just been taught and need to know to be able 
to do their homework later. As commented by Ann when asked why she found that particular episode of the lesson 
important, she said: 

Ann:  Because this is the part where we exercise what we learnt from the lesson. 
Int: Mm-hm 
Ann: So um…then when we do our homework then we will be able to understand and … er … and during the 

exams um… yeah, we will we will be able to answer the questions lah. 

There was also evidence that besides those questions that the teacher assigned to the class, some students on their 
own accord would practice on related questions.  

Int:  Okay, what were you doing at that time? You’re writing something right? 
Gary: I was like er calculated the question on the exercise book. 
Int: Oh. Is it the same question that teacher asked you to do? 
Gary:  Oh no, different. 
Int: Oh you were just working out a question that you pick yourself? 
Gary:  I want to see whether I really understand… um what teacher have teach me ah. 

Another student actually practiced on her own even before the teacher had asked her to do so. 

Int:  So what were you doing at that time? 
Jing: Huh [giggle] 
Int: That time when you think is important. 
Jing: Er… I try to do the question in the textbook first. Yeah, then if wrong then I continue to listen what she’s 

talking about. 

When analysing the comments given by students to the question on what they viewed as important things they 
should learn in a math lesson, one student, Xing, commented that it was to understand the lesson. When prompted 
by the interviewer how would she know that she has understood the lesson, she said ‘Mm… when I do my work… 
there’s no problem.’  

Several students also pointed out that the periods of seatwork in class provided them with the opportunity to learn 
from their peers. Such learning might involve finding out where their mistakes were as pointed out by their peers or 
knowing the correct or more effective approach to solving mathematical problems. A more effective approach to 
them could mean faster or a shorter way of solving a particular mathematical problem or even one that was less 
likely for them to made careless mistakes or confuse them.  

Xing: I think this one is quite important. 
Int: Why? 
Xing: Because we are practicing and at the same time we are having teamwork, team spirit.  
Int: Mm, I see. So you enjoy doing in a group? 
Xing: Small (work group) yes. Maybe like I don’t know, then the rest of my friends know, then they can teach 

me.  

Students also pointed out the importance of learning from mistakes made by others. There was also a suggestion by 
one student that he would actually rationalise how those mistakes were made.  

Int: Why is this part important? 
Sufa’at: Ah we get to see the mistakes of other people so that we won’t… do the same mistakes lah.  

When asked to recall what he was thinking during that episode, he continued: 

Sufa’at: Ah thinking about why he made that mistake eh. 
 Int: //Oh 
Sufa’at: //Because like some (somebody) got mistakes right. 
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Int: //Uh-huh 
Sufa’at: //Then I didn’t I I didn’t – I I’m thinking about the mistakes lah 
Int: Oh 
Sufa’at: How they made the mistakes. 

Similarly, students valued the opportunities to know and compare the different approaches to solving the 
mathematical problems provided by their classmates and the teacher.  

Xing: I think this part is also quite important. 
Int: Why? 
Xing: The teacher showed us the different meanings. Yeah. And then he – she helped us to look out for the 

mistake like um the other guy who didn’t did correctly then we looked up together where’s the msi – where 
is the mistake. Yeah. Then she compare it with the other one and the answer is correct and although the 
method is longer but at least um… like he try.  

Int: Mm 
Xing: Ah 
Int: I see. 
Xing:  And later on she got um she give us - she show us the shorter method… which um is like worked in the 

standard form. 
Int: Mm-hm 
Xing: Yeah 
Int: So why is that important to you? 
Xing: We can know where’s the – where’s the – our mistake and we don’t like do it again. 
Int: Hmm 
Xing: Then we can learn how to do the shorter methods which which can help us to save time during the 

examinations. 

Another student also made a similar comment. 

Int: Why is this important? 
Gary: Because every time I see a different method, I say… um maybe the method for some question is easier. 
Int: Ohhh okay, so you want to see which method is easier to use. 
Gary:  Er yeah 
Int: Mm okay 
Int: I try to make it easier for every question.  

From the questions asked about the mathematical work done outside school hours, it was revealed that the textbook 
was not the only source of questions which students practiced on. Of the 7 interviews analysed, 2 of them have 
between one to two assessment books which they practiced on to supplement the homework given by the teacher, 
one of them searched for questions from the internet and another whose father would come up with his own 
questions for her to work on. 

Student’s views on the homework assigned to them were revealed in the questionnaire conducted at end of the 
videotaping of the lesson sequence. Specifically, students were asked whether homework assignments given by 
Teacher A help them in the learning of mathematics. All students in the class responded to the questionnaire. 95% 
(35 out of the 37 students) of the class were positive that doing the homework Teacher A assigned helped them in 
their mathematical learning. The reasons they provided range from the fact that the homework questions helped in 
their understanding of the topics to reinforcing their memory of the mathematical concepts and algorithm taught.  

Discussion 

This study has attempted to bring together an overview of the analysis of the lesson sequence together with the 
participants’ perspectives on key characteristic features of the lessons identified from the analysis. In particular, it 
shows that Teacher A appeared to follow a 4-phase lesson pattern in engaging students in their mathematical 
learning. This lesson pattern, comprising of teacher’s introduction, student practicing, presentation of student work 
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and teacher’s feedback, outlined a useful framework that forms a basis that guides the analysis of the role the teacher 
played in facilitating students’ mathematical learning and monitoring their progress.  Among the characteristic 
features of Teacher A’s teaching practices are identifying and highlighting mistakes made by students while 
practicing during seatwork, presenting students’ work and providing feedback on it for the attention and benefit of 
the whole class, monitoring and following up of students’ textbook-driven homework and class test.  

Having identified the key characteristic teaching practices, triangulation of these observations was made with the 
participants’ perspectives as gleaned from their interviews. The importance of some of these teaching practices was 
reiterated by the participants. The rationale and impact of the teaching practices on the participants were also 
revealed. For example, Teacher A emphasized her intention of getting students to learn from their mistakes thereby 
validating her role in identifying and highlighting students’ mistakes. Students, on the hand, equated their 
mathematical understanding with their abilities to solve problems assigned to them while at the same time valuing 
the opportunities to learn from mistakes made by their peers and also more effective alternative approaches 
presented by their peers. Insights gained from the interviews therefore served to reiterate the importance of the 
observations made about Teacher A’s teaching practices. 

From this analysis, ‘I do and I understand’ appears to be a guide for both Teacher A and her students. The emphasis 
on ‘I do and I understand’ has its root in Confucian-heritage learning culture which places strong emphasis on effort 
in the process of learning (Lee, 1996) and which believes that understanding can be deepened by memorization 
brought about by repetitive learning (Biggs, 1996 and Marton, Dall’Alba and Tse, 1996). Repetitive learning, 
according to Biggs (1996), is different from rote learning in that while the former emphasize on learning with 
meaning, the latter does not. It has even been proposed that this Asian conception of memorization with 
understanding might be the key to understanding the ‘Asian Learners Paradox’ (Marton, Dall’Alba and Tse, 1996).  

The value of practice as a mean of achieving mathematical understanding should not be evaluated as a stand alone 
entity detached from its context. In the words of Stigler and Hiebert (1999, p. 75) “most individual features, by 
themselves, are not good or bad. Their value depends on how they connect with others and fit into the lesson”. In 
this lesson sequence, learning did not stop with student practicing but in fact continued as the teacher followed up on 
what students had done by pointing out any shortfall that students might have from the expected level of 
understanding of the taught mathematical concepts and skills. 
  
The teacher’s role in spotting and highlighting the mistakes made by students during seatwork therefore appeared to 
have two distinct advantages. By identifying and rectifying students’ work that were incorrect, the teacher was 
effectively correcting any misconceptions that these students might have with regard to the mathematical concepts 
or procedures. Furthermore, by bringing other students’ attention to these mistakes, she effectively preempted them 
from making similar mistakes. In this way, the teacher was not only able to provide the guidance needed by the few 
students but also provided the platform in which other students could learn from each other. After all, the likelihood 
that similar mistakes could be made or misconceptions held by other students is real. Such follow-up action on the 
part of the teacher is especially valuable in a large class of almost 40 students where there is severe constraint in the 
amount of individual guidance that the teacher could provide for the students.  
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